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Abstract 

              Certificate Authorities is regularly making exceptions when they realize the Certificate to the 

customers or any other companies. To identify those exceptions, there is one software introduced by ZLINT; 

The certificated linter has codified the few policies to set by Browser/CA forums. It will be the baseline of 

the requirements and RFC5880 that can be tested in an isolated way. We can run ZLint on the browser-trusted 

certificates. There are exceptions reductions after introduced ZLint in the market in 2012. We can see the 

market research for the error reduction of only 0.02% of the certificates. There are substantial due to the 

handling of large authorities that consistently issue correct certificates. The small organizations that regularly 

give non-conformant certificates with different errors are correlated with other parts of mismanagement with 

large authorities' worrisome organizational practices. The WEB PKI will achieve long-term health. 

Introduction 

HTTPS protocol depends on the public critical infrastructure process. PKI composed the hundreds of cert 

authorities that verify the website's Identity and digital certificates, To identify the compatibilities within 

browsers and HTTPS-enabled websites. There are many issues in the certification authentication for a long 

time in history. Where they are failing due to unauthorized implementation or indifference, in this paper, we 

identify all errors, exceptions that authorities will predict that those errors and exceptions impact seriously in 

the organization. 
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               We will discuss the policies set by RFC 5280[14] and CA/Browser forums starting requirements. 

We find few ways of the Certificate's implementation can be checked in isolated, and we can do code for these 

requirements. We can set the limit of 220 lint. The go-based linting framework that implements these checks 

and will provide structured data on certificate construction and the standards process. 

 

Background 

        HTTPS and TLS more expanding depend on the public critical cryptography infrastructure like PKI. 

There are several processes. 

Certificate Transparency Log: Google has made certificate Transparency to analyze public 

cryptographically verifiable ledger from all the trusted browser certificate logs. In 2013, Certificate 

Transparency logs started containing certificates found primarily from Google web crawls and Internet-wide 

scanning. When we are using credentials, then the browser will log in the date and time of issuance. In 2017, 

Google chrome announced to plan to get a CT logging mechanism for browser trust, and other browsers are 

required to follow the same standards. As an outcome, public certificate transparency servers become hard to 

data source monitor process in PKI. 

                  Internet-Wide Scanning: Some of the researched identified trusted certificated authorities publish 

required data information's certificated in 2010. This scans process helped identify abuse during the 

community, relying on the CT server for data Vandersloot. Internet-wide scanning credentials signing and 

uncover abuse. Moreover, there is a community that now relies on CT services for data. And a more 

comprehensive perspective of the PKI. 

CA/Browser Forums: The CA/Browser Forum is a voluntary process consortium of authorities, browsers, and 

other PKI participants.  

Common CA Database: This is the database launched by Mozilla-led effort for the public of trusted 

certificate authorities.  

             We are designing, implementing, and applying the first process for huge testing of the certificate 

validation process in the logic SSL and TLS implementation process. The process's starting would be 

randomly mutated from the different parts of the real certificates and considering unusual combinations of the 

extension and constraints. The second process is testing the credentials. If one SSL or TLS process accepts a 
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cert Suring another reject the same Certificate; We are using diversity as an oracle corporation to find flaws 

in the separate implementation process. 

           The differential testing process with frankencert uncovered 208 discrepancies within famous SSL or 

TLS process implementation like Open SSL, NSS,Cyassl, Polarssl, MatrixSSL etc.For example, there are 

several drawbacks if any server wilth valid X 509 version for 1st Certificate for any domain , enabling man 

in the middle attack against matrixssl and gnu TLS. Several process implementations accept certificate 

authorities created by unauthorized issuers and certificates not intended for the server authentication process. 

        We are also found serious drawbacks in hoe to users are warned about the certificate validation error 

process. The Certificate has expired when presented with an expired, self-signed certificate, NSS, Safari, 

Chrome on the Linux platform report. We can get some external tools to check the expiration of date of those 

certificates. 

     The SSL and TLS protocol comprises the handshake protocol. It will record protocol to server 

authentication performed entirely in the handshake protocol. The SSL key will try to identify the Certificate 

data and try to use handshake protocol to authenticate the request from one server to another server. If the 

request is identified as per the certificated authentication, it will give a success message to the graphical 

interface. Otherwise, it will provide handshake exception due to the wrong Certificate, expired certificate, or 

IP restrictions. It is based on the error message where we can see into Graphical User Interface. As per the 

handshake, the server containing an X.509 certificate with its public key[69]. The client must validate the 

Certificate as described in that portion. If the Certificate is defined not secured well, it guarantees SSL/TLS 

do not hold. 

        The certification validation process is essential on depends on the certificate authorities. Consequently, 

If we analyze the SSL and TLS process's correctness under the assumption the client correctly trusted the 

Certificate authority, then verify the Identity of the different server to who have issued the certificates. For 

example, if the belief will go on hold, the trusted Certificate authorities have been an issue or tricked(Changed 

the Certificate) into false issue certificates. SSL or TLS is not secure regarding of the client is correct or not. 

The public key will be identified by themself to check the Certificate to authenticate to another server. 

SSL or TLS Implementation process: 
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           In this research, we have focused primarily on testing on an open-source implementation of SSL or 

TLS. The testing methodology can be applied to perfect the implementation process. If we have source code, 

it will make it easy to identify the network's root problems and drawbacks, which we cannot cover in the 

testing process. 

      We have seen some SSL or TLS implementation like OpenSSL, NSS, CYASSL, GNUSSL, MATRIXSSL, 

CRYPTLIB, OpenJDK, and bouncy castle. The process implementations are distributing as open-source 

software libraries so they can be incorporated into different applications. It needs SSL/TLD for secure the 

network and servers for communication purpose. 

    

Few of the drawback stem from the fact of the applications uses of the libraries or algorithms incorrectly. 

Specially, Identifying the server name or network name is delegated by SSL or TLS library to the different 

applications. In this research. We have focused on the flaws within the libraries and algorithms, not in the 

applications we have used in it with one error as the web browser. 

       HTTPS is a kind of protocol where the protection of all wen sessions from the different network from the 

attacker or hacker is sometimes the most critical application factor. 

         As part of the certificate authentication, the client has constructed a good chain of the certificates starting 

from leaf certificate with ending in the root or some privacy types with client details with the exact date to 

authenticate. There are several algorithms to validate the Certificate to authenticate and authorization in 

different technology and process. 

         A certificate in the chain process. Which has been signed CA process. Which we have discussed above, 

and the root process of the chain must be one of the client trusted root CAs. 

        The present time must be later than the value of each Certificate's not valid before the field and earlier 

the value of the Certificate not right after also. In the time zone specified in these fields. If the no time zone 

is setting, then It will take GMT by default. 

       FOR each CA certificate chain, the client must identify the basic constrain extension. 

 The CA must be set as per the requirement. If the CA bot is not set well, then it current Certificate 

cannot act as a parent cert or middle Certificate on the certificate chain. The chain is not valid to 

process. 
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 Suppose the CA certificate contains a path length description, the number of the medium. CA certs 

within the Certificate leaf and the current Certificate should be less than the path the actual length. For 

example, If the CA certificate has a path of 0, it can be used only to issue leaf certificate only as per 

the authentication. 

       Every extension has Certificate designed as critical and non-critical certificates—a certificate with a vital 

extension. The client will not recognize it, or it will be rejected. If it will not match as per the requirements. 

      If the CA certificate in the chain includes a name constraints extension, then the subject name in the urgent 

following certificate chain must satisfy the needs, and listed name constraints. The name constraints are used 

to limit the subject. A CA can issue Certificate for listing permitted or excluded subjects. This is the critical 

extension.  

       If the Certificate in the chain contains a key of usage extension, then the value of an extension must 

contain the purpose of that the Certificate must also have CA BOT. If a lead certificate includes a servers 

RSA public key, it will be used to encrypt a session key. The key usage extensions would be including Key 

Encipherment. CA's should mark this extension as critical mode. 

      The encryption process will be achieved in many different technologies like PHP, .NET, Go Language, 

Java, python, etc and it would work as per the algorithm to encrypt the private key and public key. It will 

encrypt the private key and decrypt the ciphertext for public key. We can authenticate with these types of 

algorithms. We can make out own algorithms for privacy purposes. If we have our own organization, then we 

can create some unique algorithms to maintain the security. If we use some specified algorithms, then the 

security risk might be increased because other people know these algorithms or privacy share by any other 

employee. The best way to encrypt SSL or TLS certificate is to create private algorithms, which cannot be 

shared to anyone instead of the CEO. It will maintain unique security for all. 

       The testing process will be done efficient way to check the private key encryption and public key 

encryption. It should check with SSL or TLS. The encryption algorithm should be shared to anyone. The error 

or exception handling would be cover well if we are facing any issue during authentication and authorization.  

          The process would be tested multiply with a live practical example in all the phase. If we are facing any 

difficulties, we can improve the algorithms or change the algorithms' code. The code should be easy to 

understand and maintainable as per the required time permit. 
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          The testing open-source SSL or TLS liberties and several web browsers like Chrome, Safari, Firefox, 

Edge, etc. The tested libraries are opens ,polarssl, gnutls, cyassl, matrixssl,nss, cryptlib, open 

JDK,firefox,chrome,webkitgtk,opera,safari,edge etc. 

          SSL or TLS client:  The process is a simple client for each SSL or TLS library. Each client will take 

their arguments. Like a host, the port path to the file with a trusted parent certificate will make an SSL 

connection to the host as per the port number. The server presents a frankencert. The client records the answer 

reported by the different libraries and followed the simple code in the documentation as closely as possible. 

We accept the most application developers using the library would follow the same procedure. 

          Every SSL and TLS process implementations because low arrival risk wanting. It will be expiring notes. 

It should not be translating each error code into as human-readable format. Some reject the Certificate and 

return a generic error as per the error code from algorithms, which has been written by the developer or 

software programmer. 

            The process is limited to additional testing of error reporting as per browser compatibility. Each testing 

output was mapped to one of the following reasons: accepted, invalid issuer, expire, not yet valid, unknown, 

or invalid critical extension. It depends on the algorithms.  

   

Conclusion 

      It is concluded from the research. We should have to create proper data structure algorithms for SSL or 

TLS protocols. If it were a private organization, a secret algorithm would be the correct solution to maintain 

a tight couple of ways. All algorithms must have to test with all testing technologies like black box and white 

box techniques. The all-error code would adequately describe to under table manner to others. If we face any 

issue in the code, it should be easily changeable to the code level as per upper management's requirement. 

The encryption process must be following proper standards as per SSL and TLS encryption. We can test the 

whole process in multiple ways, so It would not create any problem in the live situation when we are using 

this algorithm.  
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